THE MOONDOG SHOW
….a road movie for your head
What do you need on an evening to dream yourself into a landscape of endless highways
and shimmering heat? The music of the Moondog Show. Theirs are songs of wanderlust, of
a melancholy feeling such as in Paris, Texas or High Noon. It is full of emotion and heart.
The Moondog Show do not play the blues, cajun, tex mex or country. They combine these
influences and come up with a sound of yearning for love and loneliness. It is the soundtrack
to the road movie in your head.
Marfa – The fourth CD of the Moondog Show has been released! Singer/guitarist Pink
Pedrazzi and guitarist/singer Pascal Biedermann have created a wonderful album: Marfa.
Besides other and members Peter Wagner and Patrick Sommer, the Moondog Show invited
some guests: drummers Sämi Baur (Stop The Shoppers) and Rob Kloet of the „Nits“, Shirley
Grimes (backing vocals), Hank Shizzoe on Lap Steel, and slide guitar. Oli Hartung (Stop the
Shoppers, Shirley Grimes, Simon Ho) produced the record, Eric Facon wrote most lyrics and
Randy DuBurke’s illustrations transform cover and booklet into works of art.
Marfa. A small town in Western Texas. It is located where highway 90 and highway 67 meet,
some 40 miles north of the Mexican border. A high plain and an endless sky. The town has
been named after a character in the novel „The Brothers Karamasow“ by Fjodor
Dostojevski…. James Dean shot his last film „Giant“ there… The „El Paisano“-Hotel, where
Liz Taylor, Rock Hudson and Dean stayed, is still open for business…. Marfa has an active
art scene, since New York artist Donald Judd settled down and bought a couple of buildings
there… Somewhere out in the open space outside of town, one can see strange lights
moving in the darkness, the „Marfa Lights“… some say they’re the souls of dead Indian
chiefs, others that they are mere reflections of cars coming down the road, …… maybe the
car the James Dean rode West and into death.
Marfa A town full of stories, which is why the new CD of the Moondog Show is named after
the town. It is a collection of stories, of small and tall tales: of the astronaut who dreams of
becoming the man in the moon, of a musician who dreams of guitar-shaped swimming-pool,
of a cab driver who’d like to get rid of his passengers, of Darlene who still waits for Jimmy
Dean back in Marfa.
Band
Pink Pedrazzi: vocals, guitars, dobro, ukulele.
Pascal Biedermann: guitars, mandolin, dobro, vocals.
Peter Wagner: drums, organ, piano, keyboards: multi instrumentalist, producer.
Patrick Sommer: bass, upright bass.
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